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Abstract: The long-term stability of alpine treeline positions and increased stem density are frequently
reported by recent studies; however, whether a denser treeline forest is relevant to competitive
tree–tree interactions remain unclear. Herein, we mapped and surveyed individual trees in two
undisturbed Smith fir (Abies georgei var. smithii) treeline plots (with a size: 30 m × 200 m; plot NE1:
4477 m, NE2: 4451 m) near Ranwu Lake (RW) on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau. The surface
pattern method and spatial point pattern analysis were used to detect the spatial distribution patterns
of three size classes (seedlings, juveniles, adults) and spatial associations between the pairwise
size classes. We also compared our results to the spatial patterns of the five other treeline forests
(Deqin, Linzhi, Changdu, Yushu, Aba) reported from the Tibetan Plateau. Young trees dominated
the two fir treeline plots. Both positive and negative spatial autocorrelations for all of the trees
were detected in two study plots. Intraspecific facilitation and competition coexisted at the fir
treelines in three forest regions (RW, Linzhi, Aba) characterized by a mild moist climate, whereas
intraspecific facilitation dominated the other three forest regions (Changdu, Deqin, Yushu), which
featured seasonal climatic stress or high disturbance pressure. Thus, increased stem density at alpine
treeline can be linked to competitive interactions in relatively favorable environmental conditions.
Overall, the spatial patterns of the treeline population are mainly shaped by the combination of
thermal and moisture conditions and are also modulated by non-climatic variables (e.g., disturbance
history and microtopography).

Keywords: treeline; climate change; facilitation; competition; Tibetan Plateau

1. Introduction

The spatial patterns of trees provide valuable clues for revealing the linkages between
forest dynamics and their underlying ecological processes [1]. It has been found that the
spatial configurations of adult trees have a vital role in creating microenvironments and
driving the growth and recruitment processes at treeline ecotones [2,3]. However, studies
have shown that the earlier rather than later life stages of trees are the key determinants of
treeline dynamics in response to climate change [4,5]. Thus, the spatial patterns established
by young trees are likely to be governed by both abiotic and biotic factors (e.g., climate
and plant–plant interactions) [6–8], which largely mediate the sensitivity of the treeline to
climate change [9]. Given the aforementioned background, exploring the spatial patterns of
the different life stages of trees contributes to a holistic understanding of the key ecological
processes that are responsible for observed treeline structures and functions [10].

At a global scale, treeline positions are closely coupled to the mean growing-season
temperature of 6–7 ◦C [11–14], thus, climate warming might lead to the northward or
upward advance of treelines [15,16]. However, ubiquitous treeline advance has not been
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detected under the warming background in the last century, with the global mean advance
rate of treeline position lagging far behind the warming velocity [17]. By contrast, the
warming-induced tree densification of the treeline ecotone has been found in Europe,
North America, and Asia when the moisture conditions are not limiting [10,18–21]. Such
a mismatch between the two ecological processes (increasing tree recruitment vs. slow
upward advances of treeline position) at treeline ecotones could lead to intraspecific inter-
actions [5,9,22,23], even though microsite facilitation from neighboring plants is generally
considered to be one of the major drivers of structuring population dynamics in stressful
environments such as in alpine treelines [7,24,25]. Thus, both facilitative and competitive
interactions among trees might coexist in slowly advancing treelines.

The Tibetan Plateau possesses the world’s highest natural treelines in the northern
hemisphere [26], making it an ideal place for the investigation of ecological patterns and
underlying processes within the treeline ecotones. It has been found that the altitudinal
position of fir treelines near Ranwu Lake on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau has shown
little change over the past century but that the fir population has shown a tendency to
become denser in past decades [27]. Thus, the fir treeline near Ranwu Lake can be used
to test whether distinct tree–tree interactions are important agents that are shaping the
alpine treeline population. In addition, previous studies have explored the spatial tree
patterns of treeline ecotones in several forest regions on the Tibetan Plateau [2,10,28–32].
Recognizing that the recurrent patterns at the treeline ecotone contribute to guiding large-
scale applicable hypotheses about the key variables and processes determining treeline
dynamics [33]. Owing to the lack of comparative analysis, however, surprisingly little
information is available regarding whether consistent spatial tree patterns prevail in the
treeline ecotones across the Tibetan Plateau.

We aimed to characterize the spatial distribution patterns of trees and spatial associa-
tions between the tree classes of two fir treeline plots near Ranwu Lake on the southeastern
Tibetan Plateau (1) and to compare the tree spatial patterns near Ranwu Lake to those of
other treeline forest regions on the Tibetan Plateau (2). Given the reasons mentioned above,
we hypothesized that both facilitation and competition were the key drivers of the fir tree-
line populations near Ranwu Lake on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau. Considering the
microsite heterogeneity across the treeline ecotone, we also hypothesized that the spatial
tree patterns within the treeline ecotone may differ among the different forest regions on
the Tibetan Plateau.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Climate

The study area is located near Ranwu Lake on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau
(hereafter TP) (Figure 1). Due to the effects of Indian monsoons, the southeastern TP is
dominated by a sub-humid climate. Based on CRU-gridded data (CRU TS 4.04, 0.5◦ spatial
resolution) [34], the mean annual precipitation (1901–2020) in the study area is 718.63 mm,
59.4% of which falls during the summer season. January (mean temperature: −7.36 ◦C) and
July (7.94 ◦C) are the coldest and warmest months, respectively. Tree-ring-based summer
temperature reconstruction on the southeastern TP showed a significant warming trend
over the past century [35].
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Figure 1. Spatial locations of treeline plots near Ranwu Lake (symbol: green tree; plot NE1, NE2) and previous studies 
(black square) on the TP. Abbreviations for treeline forest regions include YS (Yushu), CD (Changdu), LZ (Linzhi), AB 
(Aba), DQ (Deqin). 
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Abies georgei var. smithii (Smith fir hereafter) is a coniferous tree species that usually 

grows above 3800 m a.s.l. on the southeastern TP [36]. The elevational range of diffuse 
Smith fir treelines varies from 4400 m to 4500 m, owing to different topographic regimes. 
Across the treeline ecotone, mature Smith fir trees can reach heights of approximately 10 
m. No evidence of human disturbance was found across the fir treeline ecotones studied 
here, resulting from the presence of obstacles such as difficult lake crossings. 

Two Smith fir treeline plots (30 m × 200 m) on the northeast facing slopes (NE1: 
4477 m, mean slope: 30.5°; NE2: 4451 m, mean slope: 33°) near Ranwu Lake in the 
southeastern TP were surveyed and mapped (Figure 2) using dendroecological methods 
[19,37]. Two treeline plots were established in relatively uniform terrain and included 
the current treeline and timberline. The origin of the plot (0, 0) was located in the lower 
left corner facing the upslope. The following variables were measured for each tree in-
side of the plot: location (x, y) of the tree′s centre, tree height, diameter at breast height 
(DBH), and the crown projection along the x and y directions of the plot. One radial core 
was sampled at the stem base if the tree height was ≥ 2.5 m so that the germination ages 
of mature and young trees (height ≥ 2.5 m) could be determined. When the pith was ab-
sent in the core, a pith geometric locator was applied to calculate the missing distance up 
to the stem centre [38]. The ages of trees with heights < 2.5 m were visually determined 
in a non-destructive way by counting the successive bud scars or internodes along the 
main stem [19]. According to a previous treeline study, this method (bud counting) can 
potentially underestimate the true age by up to 5 years [27]. Based on these methods, the 
age structure of the treeline populations was reconstructed. 

Figure 1. Spatial locations of treeline plots near Ranwu Lake (symbol: green tree; plot NE1, NE2) and previous studies
(black square) on the TP. Abbreviations for treeline forest regions include YS (Yushu), CD (Changdu), LZ (Linzhi), AB (Aba),
DQ (Deqin).

2.2. Tree Species and Field Sampling

Abies georgei var. smithii (Smith fir hereafter) is a coniferous tree species that usually
grows above 3800 m a.s.l. on the southeastern TP [36]. The elevational range of diffuse
Smith fir treelines varies from 4400 m to 4500 m, owing to different topographic regimes.
Across the treeline ecotone, mature Smith fir trees can reach heights of approximately 10 m.
No evidence of human disturbance was found across the fir treeline ecotones studied here,
resulting from the presence of obstacles such as difficult lake crossings.

Two Smith fir treeline plots (30 m × 200 m) on the northeast facing slopes (NE1: 4477 m,
mean slope: 30.5◦; NE2: 4451 m, mean slope: 33◦) near Ranwu Lake in the southeastern TP
were surveyed and mapped (Figure 2) using dendroecological methods [19,37]. Two tree-
line plots were established in relatively uniform terrain and included the current treeline
and timberline. The origin of the plot (0, 0) was located in the lower left corner facing the
upslope. The following variables were measured for each tree inside of the plot: location (x,
y) of the tree’s centre, tree height, diameter at breast height (DBH), and the crown projection
along the x and y directions of the plot. One radial core was sampled at the stem base if
the tree height was ≥2.5 m so that the germination ages of mature and young trees (height
≥ 2.5 m) could be determined. When the pith was absent in the core, a pith geometric
locator was applied to calculate the missing distance up to the stem centre [38]. The ages of
trees with heights < 2.5 m were visually determined in a non-destructive way by counting
the successive bud scars or internodes along the main stem [19]. According to a previous
treeline study, this method (bud counting) can potentially underestimate the true age by
up to 5 years [27]. Based on these methods, the age structure of the treeline populations
was reconstructed.

Following previous treeline studies [29], Smith fir populations were divided into
three categories based on their height: seedlings ≤ 50 cm; juvenile > 50 cm to ≤2.5 m,
adult > 2.5 m (Figure 2). No dead trees were detected during the plot investigation. We
did not find krummholz individuals across the two Smith fir treeline plots.
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Figure 2. Spatial locations of three size classes (adults, juveniles, and seedlings) of the trees within 
two fir treeline plots (left part: plot NE1; right part: plot NE2). 

Following previous treeline studies [29], Smith fir populations were divided into 
three categories based on their height: seedlings ≤ 50 cm; juvenile > 50 cm to ≤ 2.5 m, 
adult > 2.5 m (Figure 2). No dead trees were detected during the plot investigation. We 
did not find krummholz individuals across the two Smith fir treeline plots. 
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ameter of the trees for each plot. The size and age structure of the Smith fir population 
were fitted using linear or nonlinear regression equations. Based on the Cartesian coor-
dinates, y values along the longer side of treeline plot (see Figure 2) varying from 0 to 
200 m were used to denote the changes in the treeline elevation. Tree age was related to 
elevation (y value) along the y-axis of the treeline plot. The percentage of the number of 
trees at each 10 m interval (e.g., 0–10 m) in the whole treeline plot was calculated for 
both plots, so the frequency histogram of trees at each 10 m interval was used to explore 
the frequency–elevation relationships. 
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A surface pattern method (e.g., Moran′s I) was used to explore the surface patterns 

of different size classes of trees across the treeline ecotone [39]. Spatial autocorrelation 
coefficients of Moran′s I varied from −1 to +1, with 0 denoting the absence of spatial au-
tocorrelation [40]. The spatial correlogram based on Moran′s I shows how the tree trait 
variables (e.g., height) changes as a function of distance along with the different direc-
tions (e.g., xy-direction). In this study, the spatial correlogram for the height of tree clas-
ses (seedlings, juveniles, and adults) was made using the calculated Moran′s I values at 
distances of 1–30 m. Significant spatial autocorrelation occurs when the p value of Moran 
I is less than 0.05. The surface pattern analysis was performed using the free SAM soft-
ware (https://www.ecoevol.ufg.br/sam/sam.php, accessed on 16 April 2021). 

Figure 2. Spatial locations of three size classes (adults, juveniles, and seedlings) of the trees within
two fir treeline plots (left part: plot NE1; right part: plot NE2).

2.3. Data Analysis
2.3.1. Analysis of Population Traits

The relationships between the DBH and the height of trees were calculated for the two
treeline plots. We also computed the associations between the DBH and crown diameter
of the trees for each plot. The size and age structure of the Smith fir population were
fitted using linear or nonlinear regression equations. Based on the Cartesian coordinates, y
values along the longer side of treeline plot (see Figure 2) varying from 0 to 200 m were
used to denote the changes in the treeline elevation. Tree age was related to elevation
(y value) along the y-axis of the treeline plot. The percentage of the number of trees
at each 10 m interval (e.g., 0–10 m) in the whole treeline plot was calculated for both
plots, so the frequency histogram of trees at each 10 m interval was used to explore the
frequency–elevation relationships.

2.3.2. Surface Pattern Analysis

A surface pattern method (e.g., Moran’s I) was used to explore the surface patterns
of different size classes of trees across the treeline ecotone [39]. Spatial autocorrelation
coefficients of Moran’s I varied from −1 to +1, with 0 denoting the absence of spatial
autocorrelation [40]. The spatial correlogram based on Moran’s I shows how the tree
trait variables (e.g., height) changes as a function of distance along with the different
directions (e.g., xy-direction). In this study, the spatial correlogram for the height of tree
classes (seedlings, juveniles, and adults) was made using the calculated Moran’s I values at
distances of 1–30 m. Significant spatial autocorrelation occurs when the p value of Moran I
is less than 0.05. The surface pattern analysis was performed using the free SAM software
(https://www.ecoevol.ufg.br/sam/sam.php, accessed on 16 April 2021).

2.3.3. Spatial Point Pattern Analysis

Spatial point pattern analysis is frequently employed to reveal the spatial patterns of
trees across the treeline ecotone [6,7,29,41]. In this study, the heterogeneous version of O(r)
statistic was used to analyze the spatial patterns of tree individuals within two treeline plots.
The univariate O11(r) statistic was used to characterize the spatial distribution patterns of

https://www.ecoevol.ufg.br/sam/sam.php
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the different size classes, while the bivariate O12(r) statistic was employed to describe the
spatial associations between different size classes. Upper and lower confidence limits of
p = 0.05 were calculated using 999 Monte Carlo simulations of the point process. Following
previous treeline studies [10], we hypothesized that asymmetric tree–tree interactions
drove the treeline population, so the higher trees (e.g., adults) would inhibit or facilitate
young trees (e.g., seedlings), but not vice versa. Both the univariate and bivariate statistics
were performed using the Programita software [41].

2.3.4. Comparative Analysis

To examine whether similar tree spatial patterns existed in different treelines on the
TP or not, we compared our results with the results from the previous treeline studies
on the TP [2,28–32]. Previous treeline studies included two forest regions (LZ, DQ,) of
the southeastern TP and three forest regions (CD, YS, AB) of the eastern TP [2,28–32]. LZ
has dense undisturbed Smith fir treelines that are driven by a moist mild climate [13,27],
while the fir (Abies georgei) and juniper (Juniperus saltuaria) treelines in DQ were mainly
driven by cold winter temperatures [42]. Similarly, the spruce (Picea likiangensis (Franch)
Pritz var. balfouriana) treelines in CD were strongly affected by seasonal drought stress [2].
In YS, the spruce treelines were subject to long-term disturbance pressure, with human
disturbances mediating the treeline dynamics [30]. In AB, dense undisturbed fir (Abies
faxoniana) treelines were also associated with a moist mild climate that is similar to the
climate in LZ [28]. Combining the treeline used in our study, five tree species forming
the treeline and different slope aspects (shady- and sunny-slope) were included; thus, the
comparative analysis contributes to a better understanding of spatial patterns of trees
within the treeline ecotone on the TP.

3. Results
3.1. Trait Relationships and Population Structure

The DBH and crown diameter or height of the trees exhibited the significant exponen-
tial relationships within the two treeline plots (p < 0.0001 in these four cases; Figure 3a–d).
The multimodal distributions of the DBH classes were fitted significantly by the power
function in the two plots (p < 0.01 in both plots; Figure 4a,b). The distributions of tree-age
classes for the two plots were well fitted by the negative exponential functions (p < 0.0001
in both plots; Figure 4c,d).
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represents multiplication.

3.2. Relationships between Tree Age and Altitude

The distribution pattern of the frequency of trees along the altitude differed between
the two plots (Figure 5a). In NE1, the frequency–altitude relationships followed the
left-skewed distribution with the peak occurring at 30 m in the y-axis (p < 0.001). The
tree frequency decreased with the increasing altitude in NE2, and the frequency–altitude
relationships were fitted well by the negative exponential function (p < 0.001). However,
tree age was unrelated to altitude (p > 0.05) in both plots (Figure 5b).
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Figure 6. Values of Moran′ I for three size classes of trees (seedling, juvenile, adult) (plot NE1: 
(a–c); plot NE2: (d–f)) and the whole treeline population (plot NE1: (g); plot NE2: (h)). Dotted lines 
correspond to the upper and lower confidence intervals of p = 0.05. 

3.4. Spatial Distribution Patterns of Tree Size Classes 

Figure 5. Frequency histogram of trees along the elevational gradient (10 m-interval) (a) and tree
age–elevation relationships (b) within two treeline plots.

3.3. Spatial Autocorrelation of Trees

Significant autocorrelations for three size classes in plot NE1 appeared at limited
scales (e.g., positive for seedlings: scale = 1 m, 3 m, p < 0.05; Figure 6a–c). Significant auto-
correlations for three size classes in plot NE2 also occurred at limited scales (e.g., seedlings:
positive at 11 m, 12 m, and 23 m but negative at 5 m and 18 m; Figure 6d–f). Both positive
and negative spatial autocorrelations for all of the individual trees were detected for both
plots (Figure 6g,h). Spatial autocorrelations for all of the individual trees tended to shift
from positive to negative at a scale of 1–30 m, with a negative linear trend emerging in
both plots (p < 0.05) (Figure 6g,h).
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3.4. Spatial Distribution Patterns of Tree Size Classes 

Figure 6. Values of Moran’ I for three size classes of trees (seedling, juvenile, adult) (plot NE1: (a–c);
plot NE2: (d–f)) and the whole treeline population (plot NE1: (g); plot NE2: (h)). Dotted lines
correspond to the upper and lower confidence intervals of p = 0.05.

3.4. Spatial Distribution Patterns of Tree Size Classes

In plot NE1, the adult trees showed random distribution at scales up to 15 m
(Figures 2 and 7a), while the juveniles and seedlings exhibited aggregation at scales of up to
2 m and 5 m, respectively (Figures 2 and 7b,c). In plot NE2, the adults were randomly dis-
tributed at scales of up to 15 m (Figures 2 and 7d), while the juveniles and seedlings showed
clumped distributions at scales of 1–2 m and 1–7 m, respectively (Figures 2 and 7e,f). Note
that the seedlings within plot NE2 exhibited random distribution at distances of 8–9 m and
regular distributions at distances of 10–15 m (Figures 2 and 7f).
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3.5. Spatial Associations between Different Tree Size Classes

In plot NE1, adults and juveniles were negatively spatially correlated at scales of
8–9 m, 12 m, and 14 m (Figure 8a), while adults and seedlings were spatially negatively
correlated at distances of 1–2 m and 10 m (Figure 8b). However, juveniles and seedlings
were spatially positively correlated at scales of 1–4 m (Figure 8c). In plot NE2, adults
and juveniles showed spatially negative associations at distances of 3–4 m and 6–8 m
(Figure 8d). Adults and seedlings showed spatially positive associations at distances of
7–14 m (Figure 8e). Juveniles and seedlings presented the spatially positive associations at
distances of 1–4 m and spatially negative associations at distances of 7–15 m (Figure 8f).
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3.6. Tree Spatial Patterns in Other Treeline Sites on the TP

The six treeline forest regions (RW, AB, YS, CD, LZ, DQ) on the TP are characterized
by different environmental conditions and show heterogeneous spatial patterns of trees
(Table 1). In AB, the seedlings and juveniles of the fir treelines presented clustering dis-
tributions at distances of 1–5 m and 1–2 m, respectively, whereas adults were regularly
distributed at scales of 1–2 m and random distributions at scales of 3–15 m. Seedlings and
juveniles were spatially positively correlated at scales of 1–5 m, while the other two pairs
were spatially negatively correlated at scales of 1–6 m (seedlings vs. adults) and 1–15 m
(juveniles vs. adults). In addition, seedlings and adults were spatially positively associated
at scales of 8–13 m.

In YS, the seedlings showed clumped distributions at scales of 1–4 m, and the juveniles
and adults showed random distribution patterns at scales of 1–15 m in the spruce treelines,
while spatially positive associations were present for the two pairs (seedlings vs. juveniles:
2–6 m; seedlings vs. adults: 9–14 m).

In CD, the seedlings and juveniles at the spruce treelines showed clumped distri-
butions at scales of 1–15 m and 2–15 m, respectively, while the adults showed random
distributions at scales of 2–15 m (Table 1). Spatially positive associations between the three
tree size classes appeared at scales of 1–15 m.

In LZ, seedlings and juveniles within the fir treeline plots showed aggregation at
scales of 1–7 m, while adults showed random distributions at scales of 1–15 m. Two pairs
(seedlings vs. adults, juveniles vs. adults) showed negative associations at scales of 1–5 m,
whereas seedlings and juveniles showed positive association at scales of 1–7 m.
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Table 1. Tree spatial patterns in six treeline forest regions on the TP (See the locations in Figure 1). Abbreviations include
S1 (Abies faxoniana), S2 (Picea likiangensis (Franch) Pritz var. balfouriana), S3 (Abies georgei var. smithii), S4 (Abies georgei), S5
(Juniperus saltuaria); clumped distribution (CD), random distribution (RD), regular distribution (RGD). Spatial positive
associations (PA), spatial negative associations (NA), spatial uncorrelated (UC); southeastern Tibetan Plateau (SETP), eastern
Tibetan Plateau (ETP); seedlings (SE), juveniles (JV), adults (AD); environmental conditions (EC), winter stress (WS), suitable
hydrothermal regimes (SHT), seasonal drought stress (DS), high human disturbance pressure (DP). Note that the summary
results of five forest regions (AB, YS, CD, LZ, DQ) were extracted from the published literature.

Study
Region Species EC Spatial Distributions of Tree Classes

(Scale: m)
Spatial Associations between Tree Classes

(Scale: m)
Data

Source

SE JV AD SE-JV SE-AD JV-AD

AB, ETP S1 SHT CD: 1–5 CD: 1–2 RGD: 1–2;
RD: 3–15 PA: 1–5 NA: 1–6;

PA: 8–13 NA: 1–15 [28]
YS, ETP S2 DP CD: 1–4 RD: 1–15 RD: 1–15 PA: 2–6 PA: 9–14 UC: 1–15 [30]
CD, ETP S2 DS CD: 1–15 CD: 2–15 RD: 2–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 [2]
LZ, SETP S3 SHT CD: 1–7 CD: 1–7 RD: 1–15 PA: 1–7 NA: 1–5 NA: 1–5 [29]
DQ, SETP S4 WS CD: 1–15 CD: 1–15 CD: 1–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 [31]
DQ, SETP S5 WS RD: 1–15 CD: 1–15 CD: 1–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 PA: 1–15 [32]

Plot NE1 in
RW, SETP S3 SHT CD: 1–5 CD: 1–2 RD: 1–15 PA: 1–4 NA: 1–2, 10 NA: 8–9, 12, 14 This study

Plot NE2 in
RW, SETP S3 SHT CD: 1–7 CD: 1–2 RD: 1–15 PA: 1–4;

NA: 7–15 PA: 7–14 NA: 3–4, 6–8 This study

In DQ, tree aggregation was detected from 1–15 m at the fir treelines on shady slopes
(seedlings, juveniles and adults) and at juniper treelines on sunny slopes (juveniles and
adults), whereas seedlings were randomly distributed at scales of 1–15 m at the juniper
treelines. Spatial associations between these three tree classes were positive, ranging from
1–15 m, at the fir and juniper treelines.

4. Discussion
4.1. Stand Structure and Tree Trait Relations

The DBH- and age-class distributions in the two fir treeline plots on the southeastern
TP were well fitted using the power or negative exponential functions, suggesting that
young tree individuals (seedlings and juveniles) dominated the stand structure of the
treeline ecotone under a warming climate [37]. The densification of the seedlings and
juveniles over recent decades was also reported from different mountains around the
world, such as on the TP [10,27,37], in the Himalayas [21], in the Spanish Pyrenees [43],
and in the Rocky Mountains [9]. Irrelevance between tree age and altitude suggested
that individual-level tree age was not sensitive to the environmental changes associated
with the altitudinal gradient of the treeline ecotone. However, the frequency of trees
at the 10 m interval was significantly negatively related to altitude, implying that key
environmental factors (e.g., temperature) associated with the altitude may play important
roles in the distribution patterns of canopy cover at the population level for the two diffuse
fir treelines. Interestingly, a recent treeline study proposed that the increased tree mortality
at rising elevations generally appeared in the diffuse treeline [31]. As the climate warms,
increased tree density due to reduced tree mortality and unchanged treeline position may
lead to similarities in the ecological processes of the treeline ecotone and closed-canopy
forests [10]. In addition, the positive linkages between DBH and tree height or crown
diameter indicate that older trees would have more advantages in terms of the resource
acquisition (particularly use of sunlight) associated with tree height and canopy area
than young trees, thus resulting in asymmetric tree–tree interactions within the treeline
ecotone [29].

4.2. Tree Spatial Patterns

In this study, the clustering of seedlings and juveniles at the small scale (≤7 m) could
be indicative of intraspecific facilitation among the neighboring trees [43]. It was found that
the avoidance or alleviation of low-temperature stress and associated photoinhibition was
the main benefit of facilitation, thus increasing photosynthetic carbon gain and respiration-
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driven growth processes [25]. The facilitative interactions among young individuals are in
line with other studies, as observed in treelines or other plant communities under harsh
climatic conditions [7,24]. The distribution patterns of trees within the two study plots
shifted from high-intensity clustering to low-intensity clustering and then to complete
spatial randomness as the trees grew, indicating that self-thinning processes associated
with competition could drive density-dependent mortality [44]. The regular seedling dis-
tribution in plot NE2 at scales of 10–15 m may provide an indication for the influence of
competitive interactions or edaphic conditions caused by regular microtopography [22,45].
Negative spatial associations between adults and young trees suggest that intraspecific
competition for light or soil resources appears to be an important factor driving the eco-
logical patterns at treeline ecotones. Conversely, the positive spatial associations between
juveniles and seedlings elucidated that juveniles can create a favorable microenvironment
for seedling establishment and survival [46] and can attenuate the impacts of a harsh
climate [7,29]. In addition, both positive and negative spatial autocorrelations for all of
the trees were detected within two study plots, further implying that both positive and
negative tree–tree interactions may exist. Therefore, our results support the first hypothesis
that both facilitation and competition are the key drivers of the fir treeline population on
the southeastern TP.

4.3. Comparisons with Previous Studies on the TP

Tree–tree facilitation is usually related to high climatic stress [24,47–49]. In two treeline
forest regions (CD, DQ) characterized by unfavorable climatic conditions (drought stress
for CD and winter frost stress for DQ), the clustering of trees and intraspecific facilitation
dominated the treeline populations. This result is consistent with the expectation of the
stress-gradient hypothesis, which indicates that facilitation prevails as the abiotic stress
increases [47]. Seasonal drought stress shaped the treelines in CD, where bigger trees
provided a “nursing effect” for young trees by reducing evaporation and improving soil
conditions [2]. Such a nursing effect has also been observed at the treelines of the central
Himalayan Mountains and the Rocky Mountains, where warming-related drought stress
frequently occurs [7,9]. In DQ, however, the seedlings showed a clumped distribution
at the fir treelines on shady slopes but random distribution at the juniper treelines on
sunny slopes, suggesting that slope aspect-mediated parameters may affect the recruitment
processes in the treeline ecotone. Compared to these two forest regions (CD, DQ), tree–tree
facilitation did not dominate the Smith fir treeline populations in RW, where seasonal
drought stress was not found. Such differences could be due to the “lake effect” [50] and
abundant seasonal precipitation on the southeastern TP. Such linkages among seedling
recruitment, climate, and microsites have also been observed globally in alpine treelines,
and tree recruitment or survival only benefit from climate warming in cold and moist
areas [51]. This is also supported by the different tree clustering intensities and treeline shift
rates across the precipitation gradient in the central Himalayas [7]. Tree–tree competition
appears in the context of relatively low climatic stress [10]. In two forest regions (LZ, AB)
dominated by relatively favorable climates, the clustering of young trees, and the over-
dispersion of mature trees, and the coexistence of facilitative and competitive interactions
were detected in the fir treeline populations. Such results could be due to the fact that
suitable climatic conditions (e.g., a moist and mild temperature) allow the existence of a
relatively dense tree stand of the undisturbed treeline ecotone, which can be largely linked
to competitive interactions if the topographic factor is not a limit [22]. Interestingly two
forest regions (LZ, AB) showed similar spatial patterns of trees, as observed in RW, as these
areas are characterized by a mild moist climate. Disturbance history can also shape the
spatial patterns of treeline trees [4,5]. Indeed, in YS, which is affected by high disturbance
pressure, the clustering of trees and intraspecific facilitation dominated the spruce treeline
population. High disturbance pressure could reduce the clumping of young trees but
increase the environmental stress and is usually linked to facilitation [30,48,49]. If the
disturbance pressure was reduced to an optimal level, the clustering intensity of young trees
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might increase, and interactions between neighboring trees could vary accordingly. Since
human disturbances were not found in RW, the results of disturbed treeline populations
in YS were obviously different from the results of the undisturbed treeline populations in
RW [48]. In view of this, disturbance regimes should be carefully considered in studies of
spatial patterns of treeline forests.

Our results in RW are similar to the findings from the two other fir treeline forest
regions (LZ, AB). Such consistent results indicate that undisturbed treeline populations
under relatively favorable climatic regimes are structured by conspecific interactions. It
is likely that mature trees are robust enough to withstand harsh climatic conditions, but
young seedlings are highly sensitive and less tolerant to severe climatic conditions [51];
thus, young trees are likely to benefit from the positive feedback associated with clus-
tering [22,25]. In essence, niche overlap for young trees but niche separation for mature
trees acts as an important agent driving the distribution patterns of trees and treeline dy-
namics if the environment is favorable. However, owing to heterogeneous environmental
conditions at different treeline sites [52], our results are different from findings in three
forest regions (CD, DQ, YS) characterized by unfavorable climates (winter frost stress
or seasonal droughts) or high-pressure disturbances. Collectively, the spatial patterns of
trees at treeline ecotones may differ among different forest regions of the TP, thus partly
supporting our second hypothesis.

5. Conclusions

The opposite tree–tree interactions that occur at small scales have jointly driven the
structure of fir treeline populations near Ranwu Lake on the southeastern TP. Intraspe-
cific facilitation may play a critical role in improving seedling growth and establishment,
whereas intraspecific competition may lead to niche separation as the trees become mature.
Comparative analysis among six different forest regions on the TP indicates that both posi-
tive and negative tree–tree interactions emerged in natural treeline forests under favorable
climatic conditions (e.g., a mild moist climate), whereas only positive tree–tree interactions
dominated the treeline forests under harsh environmental conditions. Therefore, the spatial
patterns of trees within the treeline ecotone are largely shaped by the particular combi-
nations of thermal and moisture regimes but also modulated by non-climatic variables
(e.g., disturbance history and topographic template). The long-term stability or slow shift
rates of treelines and increased stem density indicated that population structure and spatial
patterns of trees across treeline ecotones under a warming climate are strongly driven by
species interactions. Both biotic and abiotic factors should be carefully considered when
exploring the pattern–process linkages of the alpine treeline population.
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